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Mea Token Platform – enabling mobile payments and SRC
The introduction of EMV tokenization has led to significant growth of various OEM Pays and HCE payments. This has made issuers
eager to tokenize their own cards and enable them for mobile contactless payments, as well as tokenized eCommerce - using Secure
Remote Commerce (SRC).
By using the Mea Token Platform, issuers can easily enable their own Issuer Pay, issue cards to OEM Pays and support tokenized
eCommerce - with one single connection. This lets the consumers perform secure payments in any channels, whether it is online, inapp or “tap & pay” at one of the millions of contactless payment terminals deployed worldwide.
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The Offer
The Mea Token Platform provides a common interface to multiple Token Service Providers (TSPs) through one single integration.
Enable OEM Pays and SRC through the product’s Issuer-to-TSP connection, or have your own ‘Issuer Pay’ by using the Wallet-to-TSP
connection accompanied by an easy to implement Mobile SDK.
The product consists of all necessary components to handle security, tokenization and issuance, lifecycle management and transacting. Everything delivered with ready-to-use backend APIs and mobile SDK to ensure a fast and easy implementation.
Our solution, certified by Mastercard, Visa and American Express, is a configurable and scalable product, adjustable to the issuer’s
specific needs. Select the card networks and ‘Pays’ to enable the solution and implement them through a lean step-by-step approach
suitable for your business.

The Facts

The Benefits

Enable OEM Pays and your own wallet through one simple solution supporting all card schemes.

Utilize the Mea Token Platform to drive innovation and
accomplish your digital strategies.

Use the Issuer-to-TSP and Wallet-to-TSP connections to
enable OEM Pays, SRC and Issuer Pay.

Leverage the latest within payment security through
EMV tokenization.

Enables MDES, VTS and AmexTSP through the same Mobile SDK.

Simplify integration with one single interface towards
multiple TSPs.

Pre-certified solution that simplifies the go-live process
and reduces the time-to-market.

A configurable and scalable product that ensures fast
time-to-market with lower risk and reduced cost.

Hosted in a PCI-DSS certified environment following the
latest specifications and standards from the payment
schemes.

Extend with value-added services such as Token Connect
and Control, Spend Control and custom reporting.

